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i m a cadet in merchant navy...love music...and very much in country one....i
love nature....i m just started with poems...just want to express my self.....i love
to do volunteering for charities and orphanages....my email id is
jaideepmnavy@.......
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! ! ! ! !  Why Dad Did This! ! !
 
i dreamed a boy sitting on chair
and why he is pulling up his hairs
is he failed in some exams
or someone abused him on the ground
 
he was silent but he cried
his eyes were wet but throat dried
like a breeze, in Atlantic sea
 
i cant resist so i asked
why u r sitting alone with all urs tears on
he said u r too small to understand that
i will tell u when u will become dad
 
i asked him to open up again
to get some thing out of his vain
 
to cry on my shoulders
to hug me like his brother
to look me like a mirror
 
he in last explained why he cried
he told me
yesterday only the oldy grand oak died
papa cut the oak for way to garage door
i asked why a car for a grand oak
why a new one for the old
why u killed u r son
for just getting a comfort run
u loved him when he was child
you cared him like your divine
you played with him like lovers joke
you slept on him like a paradise pillow
now where have all that divine gone
for the new u killed the old alone
is the value change with the time
and u stared faking ur soul and mind
 
i cant get the oak for many years
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and u cant run ur love car for many years
 
 
i was just silent and thinking what to say
 
 
in last i said
' plant 14 more oak
for the rejoice of your foe'
 
JAIDEEP GARG
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1.         An Angel
 
Is it cute or it is harsh, ,
I don’t know… cuz my heart falls …just like wind..
In the ocean…. With several… broken, , , ICY, , n   ICY wind..
I m all spoken… I m all done… I don’t have words…only frozen dreams….
I cant cry cuz.. my tears dried my eyes freeze ……
My throat… struggling to say….. god  plz give me …peace…
Ya I want to rest in peace…. Cuz.. the stage is all frozen…
And I m only performer  with all cold winds…
Plz pull the curtain down and don’t say… time to freeze…
Cuz im all done… n want to rest in peace..
Far away form these frozen winds.. and from frozen dreams….
 
Suddenly my ears melt down…with the whispering sound…
That    Hey I m with you…. I m with you…
The sound so hot the sound so chilled… I don’t had words to revel…
I looked back..their another lonely stranger standing with broken frozen wings..
The angel with broken frozen wings…
The words come out from my dried throat HELLO..! !
Hello was the reply with the warmest wind melting me down..
The cold breeze reached her out wiped away the hairs from her face
She is the  beauty, my heart pounded again…
Now I m floating …in melted icy sea..
So cold… much colder than the icy winds
Don’t have dare nor I m so strong to fly with my broken wings
But still I tried and I hope that I will fly again with my wings
 
My heart pounded like a thunder to give me warmth
And now I want to live live for me live to reach the sky again
To fly and I will cross this ice land with my broken dreams
And I looked her again… the blue eyes…
The broken wings
The red lips…
The frozen smile
The uneasy walk
The words, the fake laugh
 
I told her that we both can fly
We both can fly high in the sky
With Two broken wings
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So let me be ur wings
So let me be ur dream
So let us fly, This frozen icy land of old love n broken dreams with frozen winds
And we will reach the land where the sunshine is always on our shoulder
And let us fly together… far away from this frozen stage
And she whispered again…
I m with you … I m with you
We both crossed the frozen sea
We reached the island of our dreams
I was smiling and laughing a lot
And asked god…LET it BE..
Let it be my home..let it be our home
Let it be my dream …
My wings are fine now..
Now I adore my wings
i adore god…
and I adore you
then she whispered again
I m with you…
I m with you
I m the angel send down from heaven
And I m always with you
I m your hope
I m the light
I m the warmth
N I m  with you
N I m with you
The wind blew again
And the angel is gone
And I m on a land of my own
But now I m in play I am on the stage
Of life of others
Of life of others
To teach them how to light the hope
To teach them life means more
To teach them love is a game
If u loose… u can also live
And u can also fly …
With the broken wings
With the broken dreams
And the sound came
I M with u..
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I m with u
 
The  angel my friend was you” ASHIMA”…..
 
JAIDEEP GARG
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Adio Amigo
 
I don’t know what I m in too..
 
But I know.. I will miss u
 
I count every step u take..
 
It make me more…cloudy..
 
Plz.. no more rain
 
more adio amigo
 
Plz no more rain…
 
 
 
For more than..7 years
 
From all tears to cheers..
 
I missed u …..
 
See…here
 
Every element had changed…
 
Every color had changed
 
No more adio amogo
 
Plz no more rain..
 
 
 
I don’t know what I m in too
 
I m all blank…
 
Well… what to say..
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How to express this dew full day..
 
What should I ask..
 
 
 
U knows…what WHATS UP? ? ? ?
 
I hope it will not rain again..
 
I wish  chilled nights full of all stars
 
i wish no more adio amigo
plz no more rain
 
JAIDEEP GARG
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Angel Part 2....
 
Is it cute or it is harsh, ,
I don’t know… cuz my heart falls …just like wind..
In the ocean…. With several… broken, , , ICY, , n   ICY wind..
I m all spoken… I m all done… I don’t have words…only frozen dreams….
I cant cry cuz.. my tears dried my eyes freeze ……
My throat… struggling to say….. god  plz give me …peace…
Ya I want to rest in peace…. Cuz.. the stage is all frozen…
And I m only performer  with all cold winds…
Plz pull the curtain down and don’t say… time to freeze…
Cuz im all done… n want to rest in peace..
Far away form these frozen winds.. and from frozen dreams….
 
Suddenly my ears melt down…with the whispering sound…
That    Hey I m with you…. I m with you…
The sound so hot the sound so chilled… I don’t had words to revel…
I looked back..their another lonely stranger standing with broken frozen wings..
The angel with broken frozen wings…
The words come out from my dried throat HELLO..! !
Hello was the reply with the warmest wind melting me down..
The cold breeze reached her out wiped away the hairs from her face
She is the  beauty, my heart pounded again…
Now I m floating …in melted icy sea..
So cold… much colder than the icy winds
Don’t have dare nor I m so strong to fly with my broken wings
But still I tried and I hope that I will fly agin with my wings
 
My heart pounded like a thunder to give me warmth
And now I want to live live for me live to reach the sky again
To fly and I will cross this ice land with my broken dreams
And I looked her again… the blue eyes…
The broken wings
The red lips…
The frozen smile
The uneasy walk
The words, the fake laugh
 
I told her that we both can fly
We both can fly high in the sky
With Two broken wings
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So let me be ur wings
So let me be ur dream
So let us fly, This frozen icy land of old love
And we will reach the land where the sunshine is always on our shoulder
And let us fly together… far away from this frozen stage
And she whispered again…
I m with you … I m with you
Then  thoughts running in my mind
 
I was just another fallen angel
Wings drooped upon the icy  floor
There's no beauty to them
They're worth nothing anymore
 
Places where the utmost beauty were
Now the holes of pain reside
There's no feelings left anymore
Nothing more to hide
 
How much longer until this stops
The pain, the hurt subsides
When can this stop feeling wrong
When can I stop dying inside?
 
 
 
I have to pick myself up
To make this all go away
Patch up the holes in my wings
And learn how to fly again
 
I may not have the perfect wings
I've always wished for and adored
But I'll have to work with what I got
And show them, my life means more
 
I won't let myself fall anymore
Won't let them see me cry
I'll prove them wrong, I'll get back up
And teach these broken wings to fly.
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We both crossed the frozen sea
We reached the island of our dreams
I was smiling and laughing a lot
And asked god…LET it BE..
Let it be my home..let it be our home
Let it be my dream …
My wings are fine now..
Now I adore my wings
i adore god…
and I adore you
then she whispered again
I m with you…
I m with you
I m the angel send down from heaven
And I m always with you
I m your hope
I m the light
I m the warmth
N I m  with you
N I m with you
The wind blew again
And the angel is gone
And I m on a land of my own
But now I m in play im on stage
Of life of others
Of life of others
To teach them how to light the hope
To teach them life means more
To teach them love is a game
If u loose… u can also live
And u can also fly …
With the broken wings
With the broken dreams
And the sound came
I M with u ..
I m with u
 
The  angel my friend was you” ASHIMA”…..
 
JAIDEEP GARG
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Broken Wings To Fly
 
I was just another fallen angel
Wings drooped upon the floor
There's no beauty to them
They're worth nothing anymore
 
Places where the utmost beauty were
Now the holes of pain reside
There's no feelings left anymore
Nothing more to hide
 
How much longer until this stops
The pain, the hurt subsides
When can this stop feeling wrong
When can I stop dying inside?
 
 
 
I have to pick myself up
To make this all go away
Patch up the holes in my wings
And learn how to fly again
 
I may not have the perfect wings
I've always wished for and adored
But I'll have to work with what I got
And show them, my life means more
 
I won't let myself fall anymore
Won't let them see me cry
I'll prove them wrong, I'll get back up
And teach these broken wings to fly.
 
JAIDEEP GARG
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Glad To Be Happy
 
Yesterday I was glad that I m happy
I don't know the reason to be,
But I danced with the tune as
I am glad to be happy
 
Unable to express I started playing drums
Don't know how to hold that one
But trying as I am glad
But it sounds damn hell
 
So unable to express again
This time with a guitar I begin
Hardly a minute and 3 rd one gone
Still I m glad to be happy
I don't know the reason to be..
 
So unable to express again
This time in painter's style
Trying a country side
But it was almost suicide
It turns out to be a modern art
And was 1st in that chart
Still unable to express
That I m glad to be happy
 
 
 
Trying to express again
But don't know what to do
I m not a drummer nor a guitarist
Nor a painter or any artiest
 
So searching someone to express
I called u up and said
I m glad that I am happy
I don't know the reason to be…
 
JAIDEEP GARG
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God Is Wearing Black
 
THE god is wearing black
he is not coming back
he is gone
he is gone
 
God son is 6 feet down
and i searched him all around
i m wearing blue
cuz god is wearing black
 
he gave us all blue all sea and sky
i ask is he dead or alive
now he is hiding in black sky
hiding himself in bushes of lies
lies that he is with us
but his son died without asking us
 
god is wearing black
n i m wearing blue
he is not coming back
and now i don't believe u
 
he is hiding from his own creation
giving black death a motivation
 
JAIDEEP GARG
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Have A Nice Day
 
good morning says this beautiful sky
good morning is the word no body lies,
first thing i want to do is to say hellooooo
so i reached for u beneath my pillow,
i rooled-up my eyes and
  said
 HAVE A NICE DAY!
 
JAIDEEP GARG
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My Babel
 
A confusing noise surrounds me all the time
That noise of yours or mine
A noise of freedom or a noise of rebel
But I call it my Babel
 
 
 
A fog of Babel surrounds me this time
I can hear but I am blind
A Babel to call you my diary or my friend
I feel light when I share my thoughts to my diary
And a Babel arise when I call it my 'dear diary'
 
 
 
I feel honored when I talk to my friend
And a Babel arise when I call you MAM
 
I am wet in my emotion rain
And I stand alone in this strange land
 
JAIDEEP GARG
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The Reason To Die....
 
The reason to live
the reason to die..
its all abt a simple lie..
 
the lie we dreamed..
the lie we screamed..
the lie is
 
who am i
 
and in last i met a person just before he died
he told me my brother try to survive
for him imitation is suicide
he lived for his childhood and now he died
he breath again whenever he see a child
and say i m fake but bro u try to survive
cuz in this world its all lie
no one live no one die
just for some simple lies...
the lie of life the lie of yours
the lie of death the lie of force
the lie of love the lie of gods
the lie of heart the lie of rose
the lie of dreams the lie of ghost
the lie of money the lie of post
the lie of friend the lie of enemy
the lie of rain the lie of gain
and the lie......to be lie
in me both life and death r lie..
 
JAIDEEP GARG
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Trust Is What We All Seek
 
Love is what we all search,
Search in  heart of others
We all want to be loved
Want to be raised up among others
 
Time is what we all need
Need to get self pleased
Pleased so that we can love each other
Want to be raised up among others
 
Trust is what we all seek
Want to be trusted and to be believed
Trust is better than love
Trust grows up with time spend with others
Trust need both time and love
And for me it’s better than above
 
So trust is what we all search
Search in  heart of others
But trust yourself first
So that you can be trusted among others
 
So trust yourself to become happy
Get happy So that you can be loved
Loved so that you can be trust
 
Trust is what we all seek
For all peace..
For all love..
For all pleased..
 
JAIDEEP GARG
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Wild Cat
 
WILD CAT
 
 
I don't want u r smile
 
I want to see when u r love
 
and hate collide
 
cuz I know ur too wild
 
Wild like a fire,
 
To burn me down in ashes
 
You r wild then a dark night,
 
With all of your hairs
 
Enough to forget the reason why I m here
 
You are wild then sea waves
 
Fast n furious is the ride I want to take
 
Your love is cold enough to fridge me out
 
 
 
You are wild like a river
 
With every emotions (secrete)    I shiver
 
I want to see your thunder and storm
 
Plz tell me that I m not wrong
 
Wrong to judge u as a wild cat
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Wild enough to fit my life left
 
 
 
I told you 'you are wild'
 
And always you ask why
 
The reasons I don't have
 
But you r sweet n chilled wild cat
 
Spice enough to fit my taste
 
Sweet enough to make my day
 
Sour enough to kill you foe
 
Hot enough to fill my life slot
 
 
 
If I got you I will definitely say
Yaaa my dream girl      you r too wild
 
The reason for which I can live and die'
 
JAIDEEP GARG
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